Elementary Campus Dress Code Guidelines 2021 – 2022
School administration is solely responsible for the interpretation of any issue in question.
School Uniform Dress Code
ACCEPTABLE CLOTHING

NOT ACCEPTABLE CLOTHING

Uniform-wear Polo Shirt

White or Black

Short or Long sleeve

Must be worn tucked in, worn with a belt (Grades 3-5)
FCS Formal Polo (purchase in elementary office)
SHIRTS


Must be worn tucked in, worn with a belt (Grades 3-5)
Warrior/FCS T-shirt (purchase in elementary office)

Cardinal or Gray

Do not need to be tucked in or worn with a belt

All other tops

* NOTE:
Long-sleeved solid black or white, turtleneck, or mock turtleneck
shirts may be worn UNDER short-sleeved polo shirts or t-shirts
for additional warmth.

Uniform-wear Pants/Shorts



Khaki or Black
Shorts must be no shorter than 4” above the knee when
in a kneeling position

BOTTOMS
Uniform-wear Skirts/Skorts [Girls Only]

Khaki or Black

Must be no shorter than 4” above the knee when in a
kneeling position

Tights or leggings under skirts or skorts

SHOES

Well-fitting, closed toe shoes


OUTERWEAR




Cardinal or Gray FCS logo-wear hoodie or sweatshirt
(purchase in elementary office)
Any jacket that is NOT constructed of hoodie or
sweatshirt material
Raincoat
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Body hugging or oversized fit
Cargo pants
Capri pants
Pants constructed of the following
materials: fleece, denim, leather,
nylon, or cotton sweats
Tights, yoga pants, leggings, etc.







Open-toed shoes
Sandals, slippers, clogs
Pointy toed boots or shoes
Heels higher than 1.5”
Oversized or ill-fitting shoes



Hoodies/sweatshirts/sweaters
other than those purchased with
the FCS Logo
Vests
Worn-out/faded/torn FCS logo
sweatshirts
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ACCEPTABLE ACCESSORIES
GIRLS

Jewelry

Make-up

Hair

BOYS





1 pair of matching earrings.
Earrings must not be longer than 1”
Up to 2 combined of the following: ring,
necklace, bracelet, OR watch




None
Regular nail polish is allowed on natural nails.
(acrylic and/or long artificial nails are not
allowed)



Must be neat, trimmed, balanced, and fairly
uniform in cut
Hats ONLY for sun protection
Only naturally dyed or colored hair




Up to 1 of the following : necklace, bracelet, OR watch




None
No nail polish



Must be neat, trimmed, balanced, and uniform in cut
(no Mohawks)
May NOT cover the bottom of the earlobes, extend
over the eyebrows, or cascade over the collar
Hats ONLY for sun protection
Only naturally dyed or colored hair





UNACCEPTABLE ACCESSORIES





Headwear including but not limited to hats, bandanas, sweatbands, etc.
o Exception: a hat that is worn outdoors for sun protection.
Tattoos or writing/designs on skin (including henna)
Accessories or jewelry that represent or depict New Age, occult, mystical or skulls imagery
Piercings including (but not limited to) nose rings, studs, any facial and/or body piercing (excluding girls’ pierced ears)

SPECIAL DRESS GUIDELINES
ACCEPTABLE



TOPS &
OUTERWEAR






BOTTOMS





NOT ACCEPTABLE

Writing/Designs/Graphics that are in good
taste (consistent with Christian values)
Fits without being body hugging
Gender appropriate

Pants which fall at or below the knee may
be worn (i.e. capris or cropped pants,
athletic wear that falls below the knee, or
other bottoms that fall below the knee)
Only uniform shorts (no shorter than 4” from
the knee) may be worn on free dress days.
Jeans/pants must be hemmed, without
holes or fraying
Poly-blend athletic training or track pants
without holes or frayed hems
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Tank tops, tube tops, spaghetti straps
Bare midriffs
Writing/Designs/Graphics that depict vulgarity,
secular musical groups or celebrities, alcoholic
beverages, tobacco, drugs, etc.
Costumes and/or “dress up” clothing









Design restrictions as listed above
Military-type clothing and camouflage wear
Shorts other than uniform-wear
Tights, yoga pants, leggings, etc.
Costumes and/or “dress up” clothing
Form-fitting or body hugging styles
Pajama bottoms, fleece type pants/sweats, etc.

